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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
For forgetting their meeting, the strange cat attacked! 

	 Because cats forgot that the strange cat was meeting Coffee on 
Monday at 8:00 P.M., the strange cat made a small attack on Coffee’s palace. 
The palace is a very fortified place, but even it is not a match for the powers 
of the strange cat. The strange cat somehow walked straight through the 
front gate and somehow tossed the guards to the side with the wave of a 
hand. It almost looked like it made the metal of the guards’ armor move. 
However, not all cats fell as easily as this. All the guards were dispatched 
with ease, but cats who just wore clothes were slightly harder to defeat. One 
cat was doing very well in the fight, with no clothes or armor, but was 
defeated when their catPhone buzzed very loudly and painfully. The one cat 
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who fought the best was actually Coffee, who 
did not have any clothes, armor, and even with 
pleading, Coffee had not been able to convince 
Harvey to get him a catPhone. Coffee was 
planning to use his power as the leader of all 
cats to reverse that decision. 


	 The strange cat actually looked a little 
scared when Coffee advanced. However, they 
still taunted him. “Oh look. Aren’t you the itty 
bitty kit who’s supposed to be the leader of all 
cats? Personally I thought that you would be 
bigger. At this age, you aren’t very smart - I 
mean, you couldn’t even answer a college level 
math problem. Now, I’m going to close my eyes 
and wait for you to run away like a mewling kit.” 
The strange cat closed their eyes. Coffee didn’t 
think before he hit them right in the eye. The 
strange cat stumbled back, and Mavis, swinging 
a war club, caught a blow on the strange cat’s 
back. There was a pop, and a grunt of pain from 
the strange cat. They opened their eyes, and 
told Coffee, “Ahh. Playtime’s over, isn’t it?” And 
with that, the strange cat disappeared. 


	 After shaping everything back up in Coffee’s palace, Coffee finally got 
the chance to voice an idea that he had. “I think that the strange cat can 
control stuff that isn’t living material.” Many cats gasped, but more nodded. 

Mostly the guards whose suits of armor had 
flung themselves into the gardens. Coffee 
continued, “I was very powerful because I 
didn’t have anything on me, even a catPhone. 
So, as a request from your leader, fight light. 
Don’t give the strange cat materials to work 
with.” Coffee looked at Mavis, who had shed a 
tear as she looked at her war ax. Then, she 
brightened. “Does any cat here know a cat who 
has died recently? I’d pay well to use one of 
their chubby forelegs as a club!” Mavis looked 

around hopefully, but no cat volunteered any information. “Then is there a 
way temporarily amputate a limb?” Again, Mavis got no response.


	 Subscribe again for more fighting and action!
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one of the defending 
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“Mavis has a 
good idea, but I 
doubt that any 
doctor would 
amputate by 
request.” 

 - COFFEE
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